
Dealin
with
ADHD

t
-\{any adults are unaware that there
;otild hc a valid mcdical explanation
belirtd thcir impulsive behaviour and
I i I el orry i n ah ility to con ce ntrat e.
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1] ttention Deflcit Hyperactivity
n Disorder (ADHD) is a

II neurological condition that
, I arTects arounci one in 20 aciuirs. lt
l\'as once thought that children who had the
:ondition would grow out of it, but scientists
norr believe 70 per cent of these children will
:.rntinue to be affected in adulthood.

E\perts estimate only a quarter of those
r', rh {DH D actually know that they have it.
FLrr decades, many adults may have struggled
:r\ JnJerstand their impulsive behaviour,
:-rruble retaining information, and difficulty
:r\ i ng attention.

Ii \DHD really severe enough to worry
;bour a diagnosis, though?

On the positive side, people who have

:he;ondition can be creative, enthusiastic
and excellent at brainstorming, as well as

being capable of deep focus when engaged
bi a favourite topic. However, some can also
re easily distracted, hyperactive,
ji:organised, and have difficulty sleeping
and regulating their emotions.

\lany adults live without understanding
rreir behaviour, but when they finally learn
:"e1 have ADHD, it means they can do
,.'mething about it.

HOW IT WORKS
The brain of someone with ADHD operates
:'flrerently to other people's. lt encounters
;rfrculty when it comes to paying attention
:nd organisational tasks, says medical doctor
:nd psl.chiatry resident Dr l(ieran Kennedy.
\DHD is a condition where the brain has a

:.r more trouble than usual moderating
:rrulses and activity, and also moderating
:\\r\ much we're able to focus."

Science is not 100 per cent certain ofthe
iJu:e:, but it's believed there is a mixture of
el:ments at play, including a genetic
i.rmponent. Other possible contributing
iactors might be differences in brain anatomy,
c\posure to drugs in the womb or to lead over
a prolonged period, and failure to bond with a

parent or caregiver at an early age.

There are three types of ADHD. Firstly,
the predominantly impu lsive/hyperactive
type, which is the most common
understanding ofthe condition, involving a

tendency to talk too much and bturt things
out, along with difficulty sitting still.

There is also the predominantly
inattentive type of ADHD, where the person

is not loud and zooming around being
disruptive to others, but is more prone to
daydreaming and gazing out a window when
they should be concentrating.

Meanwhile, the third type of ADHD is a

combination of the other two.
The symptoms can be misinterpreted by

others who don't property understand how
the condition worl<s and thus can cause strain
in relationsh ips.

People with the condition can be
affected by what's called 'time blindness',
meaning they can become so absorbed in an

activity that they lose track of the hours
ticking by. They then show up late for or
completely miss important tasks they should
be doing insl.ead.

This can of course be misconstrued by
others as the person with ADHD not being
careful enough. It can also become
something of a vicious circle for the person

with ADHD, says Dory Connor, who is an
adult ADHD coach and also has the
condition herself.

"They do not view time in the same way,"

she says. "They can become immersed in

what they are interested in, miss deadlines or
forget what day it is, which leads to an

adrenaline boost, motivating them to do
what is needed. Unfortunately, this can
become an endless cycle, resulting in the
A DH D-er perceiving they need the
adrenaline to do the task."

Another challenging symptom is
hypersensitivity to the moods of the people

around them or the overail atmosphere of a
room, says Connor, although there are tricks
you can use to remedy the situation.

"ln a negative environment where people

are arguing or sad, the person may show a

depressed mood," she says.

"The good thing is that ADHD can be

affected by environment, which means the
person can be calmed down or their mood
can be improved by removing them from
whatever is affecting them. If you have

ADHD and can feel yourself going up or
down, you can use this - it may be time for a

quick toilet break."
The sufferer might react in ways that don't

follow societal norms when they have trouble
regulating their emotions. This is when a little
understanding can go a long way.

"For those who have ADHD and those

around them, it's important to understand
what is going on, learn strategies to disrupt
the behaviour (ull.imately learning new

behaviours), and be patient and persist with
incremental improvements until the person

meets what is expected," says Connor. "This
will take time, compassion, consistency and
determination to achieve."

EVOLVING OPINIONS
ADHD has long been controversial. Over the
years, fingers have been pointed at various

explanations lor its prevalence in children,
such as lax parenting, too much sugar, food
additives and vaccines. Many in the medical
profession still believe ADHD to be

overdiagnosed: traditionaily, there has been

doubt over whether it was a legitimate
medical condition or merely an excuse for
poor behaviour, says Dr I(ennedy.
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"There's still that opinion out there that is diagnosed. The parent trhgrr y3;.rg;-.s=: :he1' ability to concentrate or plan or remember
maybe some children aren't disciplined have many similar s),mptorns ani =gil ro things, so it can be a trici<y thing to diagnose
enough or there's another reason for why reflect on whether thel might also ha,, e in adults," says Dr I(ennedy.
they're not paying attention or staying in ADHD. Earlier stigmas surrounJinS:he ADHD can also present in a simi)ar nal r",

their chair," he says. "How this has changed is condition being a failure oi:elr:Ji::in,'ne, a post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Those
that the science now backs up that this is a choice or an excuse for poor Lrehar irrur are who have experienced a traumatic event or
legitimate neurodevelopmental disorder and also lifting, making it easier tbr pee_rple to series of events in their past can develop
there are areas ofthe brain that are seek heip to explain hort their brain rrorks changes in the way they process stressful
functioning slightly differently." without fearing judgement. incidents. Symptoms such as inattention,

Our knowledge and understanding of the Although they've just put up rrith the impulsivity, poor sleep, irritability, memor!
condition has grown, especially regarding the symptoms since childhood and learned some difficulties, and low self-esteem can occur
inattentive type. The data has shown ADHD ways to work around them, adults with across both: the interplay between the t\oo
tends to afflict more boys than girls, although ADHD may simply become rreary of trying conditions is not yet fully understood.
girls tend to present more often with the to play catch-up to otherr rr'ho don r Despite the difficulties, finally finding out
inattentive type. This might mean more experience the same difficulties. the cause of your lifelong frustrations with
female cases have been overlool<ed and the 'Adults get to the point where they feel concentration and organisation can be a huge
gaps between sexes might not be as wide as like compared to colleagues or siblings or relief. lt also paves the way for some big
previously thought. friends and famiiy they're struggling with positive changes after treatment commences,

On an individual leveI, the type of ADHD certain aspects of things and they've never including potentially alleviating symptoms of
a person has can also evolve over the years. quite been able to put their flnger'on it," other conditions you might suffer from such
"Most adults with ADHD won't be impulsive, says Dr I(ennedy. as depression and anxiety.
fldgeting, getting up and down out oftheir The process ofreaching an official
seat and calling out," says Dr I(ennedy. "It diagnosis as an adult isn't necessarily TREATMENT OPTIONS
can and does change as the person gets older. straightforward, though. The patient will The main treatment is with medications
Tt's much more common for children to have need to demonstrate they have been called stimulants, a class of drugs related to
the more hyperactive-type ADHD; [withl experiencing ADHD symptoms since before amphetamines. This may sound surprising
those children, as they get older, the they were l2 years old, which might involve a considering youU think the last thing pcople
hyperactivity symptoms tend to get better family member attesting to the struggles the with amped-up brains affected by ADHD
and die down, but the inattention symptoms patient had with paying attention to tasl<s as would need is more stimulation. However,
can stay the same or even get worse." a child, or school reports and other examples. they target the right parts ofthe brain in the

To make the waters murl<ier, there are right way for those who have the condition.
DIAGNOSIS TIME several other possible explanations for "someone with ADHD takes those
So if you recognise some of these symptoms hyperactive behaviours or an inability to medications and they feel calm, they feel
i n yourself, how would you go about being concentrate, and these can occur by focused, and in concentration mode," sa) i D:
diagnosed with ADHD as an adult? One of themselves or in conjunction with ADHD. I(ennedy. "If someone who doesn't har.e
the main drivers for adults to discover they "Depression, stress, drug and alcohol issues, ADHD took those same classes of
have the condition can be having a child who anxiety - those things can also affect our 
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TIME To rAKE coNTRoL oF youR LIFE don'tneedtobeswitchedonorchanged''

Doses vary with the age of the person
Adult ADHD coach Dory Connor shares her recommendations and advice for anyone who and are carefully timed throughout the da1.

would like to rein in their thoughts and increase their ability to focus. so the brain is up and firing when it needs to
be, depending on the person's schedule

B EWAR E O F SYSTE M OVE RLOAD Tip: Timers, reminders and other wonderful around study, hobbies and work. 'Adults
Difficulty staying focused may actually stem apps on your phone and computer are might take it at slightly different times
from feeling overwhelmed. This can cause wonderf ul little digital friends to help you stay depending on what their work{ife balance
you to be distracted, demotivated, and on top of things. Bemember to add 20 per and schedules are like," says Dr Kennedy.
unsure of what to do next. cent extra time as breathing space for all "Too close to bedtime or too late in the
Tip: Consider other ways of performing those'what ifs'that might pop up. afternoon might mean their brain can't
tasks that you find difficult, stressful or switch off and go to sleep later in the night."
boring,suchasorderinggroceriesonlineor WORK TO YOUR STRENGTHS There are alsotherapiestohelppatients
using noise-cancelling headphones while lmportant-but-tedious tasks can often be work around their difficulties. "It's about
you are working. You might also want to work pushed down the pipeline in favour of lower recognising our brains aren't all the same and
with someone else (a'body double') for priority, more enjoyable options. To a certain that the traditional kind of sitting down for an
moral support - perhaps studying or extent this is human nature, but some of us hour or two hours at a time, some brains just
catching up on household paperwork with a are more prone to doing this than others. don't do well in that environment," says Dr
f riend over coffee, Tip: Rather than trying to override your I(ennedy. "Those behavioural, environmental

strong aversion to certain tasks, think about ways that we can help someone with ADHD
EMBRACE TECHNOLOGY howyoumightdelegateoroutsourcethem areimportantaswell." @
TO STAY ON TRACK
lf you're someone who has trouble with
losing track of time and missing deadlines,
you're not alone. This can become a vicious
(and nerve-racking) circle.

(e.9. hiring a cleaner or an accountant). You

could also try negotiating a skills swap with
family, f riends or co-workers - you might
excel at and enjoy certain tasks they loathe
and be looking to unload. lt can't hurt to ask!

VISIT MiNDFOOD.COM
Diel deliciencies have oeen linked to ADHD. To t"y 'o

minimise such symptoms as inattention and impulsrv t'r

changes to what you eat may
mindf ood.com/adhd-diet

make a dif{erence
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